**SCRIPT**

*Phrasal Verbs: “PASS OUT”*

MIHO:  Hi. My name is Miho. This is Tahseen and Sarinya. We’re going to teach you about the phrasal verb “pass out”.

SARINYA:  What do you mean by “pass out”? I know. It means to be dead? Passed out?

MIHO:  No. You got it wrong. That’s “pass away”.

SARINYA:  Oh really! So what is the actual meaning of “pass out”?  

TAHSEEN:  Well, it has 2 meanings. The first one is to give things to a group by hand, like “hand out”. The second one is to become unconscious suddenly.

SARINYA:  Ok. I understand the first meaning, but what about the other meaning?

MIHO:  Well, it’s not quite so common. Please look at me! (She falls down.)

SARINYA:  What are you doing?

MIHO:  It’s pass out.

TAHSEEN:  Ahhh, I think I have to tell you a story about it.

SARINYA:  Ok. I am all ears!

TAHSEEN:  When I was given a task to read an English speech in front of an audience, I knew that my opponent was perfect at making speeches. I was so worried about performing it...

SARINYA:  What did you do?

TAHSEEN:  Well I learned the speech. The days passed quickly and finally the day came.

MIHO:  Did you pass out?
TAHSEEN: Yes, when my name was announced, I was so nervous. I went toward the stage to perform my speech. Before I reached the stage, I passed out and fell on the floor suddenly!
MIHO: Wow! After passing out, what happened to you?
TAHSEEN: I don’t remember. When I woke up, I was in hospital. My mom said I slept for 2 hours there.
SARINYA: Oh, you poor thing. I’m sorry to hear that.
TAHSEEN: Well! It is a true story from my life.
SARINYA: But it IS a good example of “pass out”! (laughing)